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Testimonials
“I knew that with a good location and asking price my house would sell, but thanks to The Staging House Burlington,
the house sold a day after being listed, and above the asking price. I believe that in this real estate market, staging
gave my home an edge over others on the market.
Excellent communication and listening skills during the consultation process. Adrienne understood and elaborated on
my vision for my house by staging with the perfect accessories and furniture placement. Potential buyers commented
on the light and airy modern feel, exactly what I was going for.
Adrienne and her team were professional, quick and courteous during both the staging and de-staging process. I felt
valued as a client and I look forward to working with Adrienne again.” - Susan, Burlington

“The Staging House was wonderful. The choice of furniture and accent pieces transformed our house from what we
thought was very nice to exceptional.
Adrienne was wonderful to deal with her team and transformation of our home was one of the big reasons it sold after
the first showing. When we came back after she had done our transformation, we wondered why we had not thought of
so many of the changes in the 20 years we lived in our home. Everything was tasteful and reflected well for the buyers
we were trying to attract.
I would highly recommend the Staging house they did a wonderful job for us.” - Ron, Burlington

“I called The Staging House Burlington for a staging consultation prior to putting my home on the market. Adrienne did
a comprehensive room by room list of suggested edits and walked us through to explain the reasoning behind her
suggestions. I felt my home showed well but it was amazing how even the smallest edits have made a world of
difference to size and feel the room. She even had us repurpose some dated furnishings by putting them in places that
made more sense and added better function.
Our home certainly could have used professional staging services, but Adrienne was aware budget was a concern and
therefore suggested only a few purchases like lamps, bedding and greenery that were a big bang for our buck and our
listing pictures looked great!” - Diane, Burlington

“Adrienne was recommended to us by our real estate agent. I am absolutely certain that Adrienne's expertise
contributed in a significant way to maximizing the selling price of our home. We sold over listing price in a very
competitive market.
She is very good at what she does and has an intuitive and natural approach to managing client relationships at a time
when people like me are under a fair bit of stress -- selling your home is a big deal!
As a person who gives advice for a living, I can say without reservation: hire Adrienne, listen to her advice, and do
what she suggests -- it will pay huge dividends for you!” - Ed, Burlington

“My Real Estate agent brought Adrienne in for a consultation to prepare our home for staging and photos. She left us
with a detailed room by room list of suggested edits of items to move or to pack away. Not only did the edits make
sense to optimize the spaces in our home, it also got us a head start on our move.
Adrienne and her team then brought in the perfect furniture and accessories that married well with our decor, and
completely transformed our home. Her well thought out design plan brought out all of our homes wonderful features
and made all the rooms look brighter and professionally decorated!
Thanks Adrienne and team for your part in helping us get our house sold in 2 weeks! ” - Catherine, Burlington

“I called The Staging House when I downsized to a condo. I needed help planning the layout and function for specific
spaces before I started shopping for furniture. Adrienne was instrumental in ensuring I made the right purchases. Not
only ‘what’ to buy, but provided suggestions on scale, style and colour. ” - Mary, Grimsby

“They staged my home for sale and did such a wonderful job that I hired them to fully furnish my new home in a
beach style. It’s been a year and I’m still in awe of how beautiful everything is.” - Diane, Oakville

I called Adrienne in to consult on my recently renovated home. I was happy to learn that The Staging House offers both
staging for selling and staging for living services.
I had several furniture and accessories purchases to make and was torn on style, colour and placement. Adrienne was
instrumental in helping me make smart purchases that improved the look and the function of my home. She even took
me shopping! She helped me choose styles that complimented my reno design choices, and items that both my
husband and I would appreciate. Always keeping in mind that we have two young children. Her guidance and
knowledge of product and prices, more than made up for decorating service fees, and in the end saved us money and
time. We even came in under budget. She gave me ideas on different accessories that would tie everything in.
I learned so much from her and I’m so happy that I chose Adrienne for this task that I would never be able to pull off
on my own. I highly recommend The Staging House and assure you that you would love everything Adrienne does.
- Rada, Hamilton

